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They feel, however, that we should be prepared to act upon our conclusions. This approach was in reaction to
progressivist approaches prevalent in the s and 30s. Advocates of social action emphasize that it can be safely
practiced if certain common-sense safeguards are applied. They would use the subject case from any or all
disciplines when needed to sort out a problem. Rickover , Paul Copperman , and Theodore Sizer  They believe
that things will acquire uncontrollably bad unless we intervene to direct alteration and thereby retrace the
societal order. The epistemological question asks What is accuracy and how do we kip down legality? He
insisted on the change of the school curriculum paying more attention to the interests of students that will not
go on to colleges or professions Baez  They should see whether or non a given action will work out or better a
job. Progressives acknowledge the rapidly changing conditions around us. I base my teaching philosophy on
parts of three major philosophies of education that include Social Reconstructionism, Progressivism, and
Essentialism. For example1 Young students should be support to act in a more limited setting than of age p
students, such as the classroom or school, rather than the larger community. Reconstructionists prefer to
evaluate students subjectively on the basis of their ability as a social activist rather than give written
examinations. This requires a sense of committedness and duty on the portion of pupils. Advocates of social
action contend that the more involvement we have, the bette r off we will be as a society. They would likely
cover more. Questions have besides been raised as to whether pupils at any age have the rational and societal
adulthood to take part in societal action. As they see it. They claim that as things stand now. Although I do not
agree with each aspect of these curriculum philosophies, each one has influenced and shaped my personal
thoughts and beliefs about education. Academic achievement is important because it allows student to see how
they are doing and make progress in their grades. At this point, the reader can observed educators focusing on
an essentialist curriculum, while others are focusing on the idea of social reconstruction. But they are content
to merely learn pupils how to get by with alteration. I believe a mixture of the four will create an essential
environment for the most extensive educational experience that a teacher can offer. Reconstructionists dont
imagine in a predetermined curriculum. In this role, the teacher carries on a dialogue with students, back uping
them identify problems, frame hypotheses, limit data, draw appropriate conclusions, and select efficacious
courses of achievement praxis. Although this educational philosophy is similar in some ways to Perennialism,
Essentialists accept the idea that this core curriculum may change. In the present educational system, educators
are not sure which method to use to teach children. In such a way, Counts underlined that educators should
become the reformers which should change the entire society through their work. For this reason,
reconstructionism has never caught on fully in our schools. But they are content to just teach students how to
cope with change. In fact, reconstructionists even argue that it is possible to change human nature for better
and, in this respect, education should become a backbone of such positive changes. George Counts recognized
that education was the means of preparing people for creating this new social order. They would belike deal
more, however, with the subject outlet of friendly experience the social sciences in solving problems. Posted
by. Advocates of societal action contend that the more engagement we have.


